Abstract-Some top data mining algorithms, as ensemble classifiers, may be inefficient to very large data set. This paper makes an initial proposal of a distributed ensemble classifier algorithm based on the popular Random Forests for Big Data. The proposed algorithm aims to improve the efficiency of the algorithm by a distributed processing model called MapReduce. At the same time, our proposed algorithm aims to reduce the randomness impact by following an algorithm called Stochastic Aware Random Forests -SARF.
I. INTRODUCTION
The three V's (Velocity, Volume and Variability) of the Big Data imposes three great challenges [1] . The first challenge is how we can use and understand Big Data when it is created in different formats such as video, text, tuples, documents, extensible records and objects. The second challenge is how to capture the most important data and deliver it to the correct people in real time. The third challenge is how to store, to analyze and to understand the data considering its size and the available computational capacity.
Focusing on this third challenge, the Data Mining area offers computational tools to analyze and extract valuable information. Some top algorithms in this area are very efficient in medium and small data sets, but these algorithms does not scale for large and complex data sets. Some of these algorithms are based of random decisions, and, therefore, such algorithms have another potential problem due to the impact of randomness.
For instance, Bagging and Boosting classification algorithms are sensible to random decisions. A recent work [2] proposes an extension to the traditional Random Forests classification algorithm [3] , called Stochastic Aware Random Forests (SARF) that reduces the impact of randomness, by producing less correlated models. Such initiative supports the proposal of an algorithm suitable to very large data sets that is globally distributed, hence, suitable to handle Big Data, and additionally capable to generate less correlated distributed models.
Among a myriad of distributed processing techniques, the MapReduce programming model [4] seems the suitable option to handle large data sets stored in distributed machines. MapReduce principle is a two-phase process: the Map phase when the working nodes (workers) are mapped and the local tasks are performed; and the Reduce phase when the results obtained by the workers are gather to perform the final task.
This paper describes the initial proposal of a distributed Data Mining algorithm for Big Data called Distributed Stochastic Aware Random Forests -DSARF. This algorithm is based on two basic components: SARF to build the local models and MapReduce to process large scale data in a distributed (and parallel) way.
II. DSARF -DISTRIBUTED STOCHASTIC AWARE RANDOM FORESTS
The main objective of DSARF is to provide fast model built according to very large training data set distributively available. Our concern is to provide an algorithm capable to speed up the model creation by handling the training data set in a distributed way. After, it assembles such distributed models in order to provide an unified model to perform the classification of an often large number of instances.
A. Main Components
The MapReduce programming model defines one master node and the remaining nodes are defined as workers. The traditional MapReduce model behaves by assigning Map tasks to the workers, and after completion of these tasks, the workers are assigned to Reduce tasks. Our proposal changes this general programming model by including an exchange of results among the workers at the end of the Map phase.
Specifically (Figure 1 ), the proposed algorithm assumes that each of n workers have access to its own training data set and the master node starts the mapping phase by: (i) assigning a different pseudorandom number generator (PNG) to each worker; and ordering each worker to generate k classification models (decision trees) according to its data set and its assigned PNG. As result, each worker will produce k decision trees, and broadcast their trees to all other workers.
After completion of all workers' Map tasks, all workers will posses nk decision trees. The Reduce phase will correspond to the classification of instances that now can be made by each worker independently. All workers will be able to classify the instances with their nk classification models and furnish the classification result by an appropriated voting algorithm [3] . 
B. Implementations Concerns
The overview presented in Figure 1 does not cover some implementation details that are key points to the proposed algorithm. Such details bring some concerns that may be foresee at this proposal state of DSARF algorithm. However, they will be better assessed during the actual DSARF implementation and first experiments over real big data sets.
The first one, already mentioned previously, is to assign different PNG to each worker. This concern will decrease the possible correlation among the random choices (instance and attribute samples) to be taken by the generation of decision trees in each worker. Such concern with randomness impact must also be present inside each worker by choosing different sets of random seeds as stated by Fernandes et al. work [2] . Such concern is vital to the quality improvement of the classification performed by DSARF.
Another interesting implementation detail concerns the exchange of generated decision trees among workers. The communication costs to broadcast decision trees may be non negligible, specially considering the time each worker may take to complete its own map tasks. Such concern may affect considerably the time efficiency of DSARF implementation.
Other natural concerns to be taken into account are the ones naturally found in classification algorithms, and, more generally yet, concerns common to any data mining efforts. These concerns are related to the size (number of instances) of each data set associated to each worker. Such concern may demand some kind of pre-processing (homogenization of data set sizes) or even weighting of generated classifiers. It also expected to be concerned with general distribution processing pitfalls, such as load balancing, scheduling, and processing versus communication costs.
III. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS AND NEXT STEPS
This work lay down the basic ideas to a novel algorithm to perform distributed data mining of Big Data. The proposed algorithm aims to improve the efficiency by optimizing the time to generate classification models, but also to reduce the impact of randomness, which is a known problem for ensemble classifiers algorithms.
It is important to recall that this paper describes a work in progress that is limited to the proposal of basic components and a brief analysis of foreseeable implementation issues. The natural future steps to this work are the actual implementation, and the experiments over real data. Nonetheless, the original contribution of this paper resides in combining state of the art approaches in data mining and distributed processing areas to tackle Big Data challenges.
